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INTRODUCTION

I'm really not prepared to make any policy statements at this stage
because the multi-lateral-informational exercises on this topic are still
taking their form. I may just briefly mention what the Agency has been doing
on this topic during the last six months or so. Last May we had an advisory
group meeting in Vienna with a topic "Research Reactor Renewal and Upgrading
Program", but did not consider only fuel cycle questions but also other matters
of interest. The outcome of this meeting will be submitted to the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Working Group .

We have just published the proceedings of this meeting which is the
"Agency Technical Document, No. 214". This is a cost-free publication that we
can send to any one of you who wishes to have it and the secretaries at the
Information Desk have an order list so during the break if you just please
write down your name and address we shall then send the document to you.

Some sort of continuation to that meeting and also a continuation to the
discussion that we have had here yesterday and today, we are planning to have
a consultant's meeting in preparation of the program on research reactor core
conversions to use low enriched uranium instead of highly enriched uranium.
This exercise has been coordinated with INFCE and it is not the intention
that work would be duplicating each other but rather all meeting at the end
of November, early December, is something that we would like to look at
concrete cases i mainly developing countries that are currently utilizing
highly enriched uranium so that we would like to make some sort of a check
list or technical evaluation of what must be done in certain country cases
to prepare core conversions that would utilize the new fuel designs that have
been discussed here yesterday and today. We also hope that during the meeting
in about three weeks, we could discuss some demonstration projects or programs
that could take place in certain research reactors and perhaps including a
demonstration program in developing countries and here these exercises could
be organized through the Agency. Perhaps as a coordinating research program,
but this is still preliminary thinking and subject to further discussions.

The outcome of these exercises hopefully will produce some technical
documents that could be submitted to INFCE Working Group 8. Certain input
could be already provided to the INFCE drafting committee that is convening
in Vienna right after the meeting. We have already sent invitations also to
the countries that are currently involved in fuel development efforts, but I
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understand that the official channels are sometimes a little slow and not
everyone has been reached on these matters. We are expecting about eight
laboratories from developed countries to be present at the meeting and hope-
fully the major fuel manufacturers could be present. As mentioned, these
results will be submitted to the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
which is also funding this exercise and perhaps by the end of November only
the essential questions can be raised and the second clarifying meeting
might be necessary sometime in February so that the results could be submitted
to INFCE sometime in March 1979 for its consideration.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

STAHL: Several issues have been identified today and yesterday
which I think are worthy of continued discussion and that have to do
with the cost and availability schedule of the new fuels. We've heard
comments that some people feel that the cost penalty will be as low as
10% to perhaps as high as 100% of the cost of HEU materials. I
personally would like to hear again from some of the members of the
panel and from the audience as to which elements of those cost
increases directly bear on the increase itself. What can we do in the
long term to bring those costs in line with present material? I know
that Herr Hassel has to leave shortly; perhaps I will ask him first to
comment on this cost situation.

HASSEL: As I mentioned yesterday we think that research and
development means mainly the adaption of all necessary different
fabrication and quality control methods to the high density fuel.
This is a real research and development. Concerning the UAl. and U301
fuels we know that through certain fabrication tests we have to find
out empirically the right combination of cladding material and things
like that. So, to come to a certain prototype for the plate, it's
very much a question of time; we have to insert those plates within
six or ten months into a reactor to get an irradiation result. But to
reduce cost later on for fuel elements, it is necessary to adapt the
presently used fabrication and quality control procedures to the high
density fuels. This will take a little bit of time and will result in
development costs. According to our calculations, if we are
successful in finding the right chemical and metallurgical processes,
a factor between 12 and 17 for a 45% enriched fuel element of the
normal standard type will result.

STAHL: Yes, but the cost that you talked about is perhaps more
like a fixed cost which could be spread over many years. Are there
variable costs in the fabrication that would contribute to the
increase?

HASSEL: What I mean is that we have to spend a certain amount of
time and money for research and development of fabrication procedures
in order to make the standard fuel elements with high density fuel as
cheap as possible later on.

STAHL: Presumably, you would then get paid back.

HASSEL: Yes, you would get back the 12 to 17 if we have been
successful in finding good fabrication procedures. otherwise, we have
to calculate a factor of something between 2 and 4.

STAHL: In the longer term, beyond three or four years, would you
anticipate that you would still be in the range of 12 to 17 times
the present?

HASSEL: Roughly.

FERADAY: I would like to make a comment on fabrication; this is a
general comment really. Since we must go from a fabrication route
that can be done outside in a normal atmosphere to one that has to be
done in glove boxes (I think we all know that working in glove boxes
is more difficult), the labor cost would certainly go up for identical
fuel done in the globe box as compared to that done in outside air.
That's just a general comment.
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HASSEL: This makes no difference, because we are already working
in glove boxes; so this is not a question for us.

NEWTON: I'd like to make a comment. The glove-box procedure is
standard practice, I know, at Atomics International. But, I think one
of the problems we are going to have to overcome is the dog-boning
problem to where you get a reduction in the thickness of the plate to
within reasonable limits. We may have to increase the plate thickness
slightly. Let's hope that we would not have to change it
significantly so we would not have to go through a major core
redesign. Would you like to comment?

HASSEL: All these factors - dog-boning, blisters, and things like
that - have been known for 50 years or more, and we have made big
efforts in the past to find procedures to overcome these difficulties.
Also, of course, we started with very low density fuel in the past and
this problem came up every time when we increased the density of the
135U content per volume. We found a lot of fabrication tricks to
overcome this problem.

NEWTON: My question, then, do you think that the dog-boning
problem should not be a serious problem as we go to thicker meat
sections.

HASSEL: I don't mean that. In any case, we will have dog-boning
in the beginning and we will find procedures to eliminate it with
special cladding material, with a special loading process, with a
special form of the picture, etc.

STAHL: Someone made the comment earlier that cost will go up
because you're handling more uranium and less aluminum, and I wasn't
certain what the major element of cost was, since you still have to go
through a blending operation. Particularly if it's UO,, and you buy
your powder as U30, there's no conversion cost because you should just
be able to mix the material in the right proportions. Certainly with
aluminide it would be a little more of a problem, of course, since you
have more of the aluminide phase to produce by arc melting.

HASSEL: Always, in the past, and probably also in the future, we
are not very happy with the delivered metal or other delivered
products, other than UF,. We like to convert the uranium by our
chemical process. It is already an important factor in getting good
results in the metallurgical powder fabrication. We don't like to
accept other products.

TRAVELLI: Maybe I could make a comment. If I understand
correctly, we are talking only about the fabrication cost, not the
cost of the fuel elements themselves. In general, I think the cost of
the fuel that goes into the fuel elements amounts to something like
60% of the total cost of the element. That means that, to have just
an order of perspective, if we are talking about an increase in the
cost of fabrication between 20 and 70 per cent, the total cost of the
fuel element will be increased by a value which is between and 28
per cent.

HASSEL: We have somewhere between 70 and 80/85 per cent of total
fuel element costs up to the point of the finished fuel plate. The
production costs of the fuel plates starting with UF6 is around 80 of
the whole fuel assembly, and just 20% as a rough estimate is in
assembly costs, tools for the assembly structure parts and things like
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that. And, in effect the 12 to 17 on the basis of better
fabrication quality control procedures, is already calculated for the
80% part of the fuel element itself, in form of fuel plates.

TRAVELLI: OK, the 17 is the factor by which you multiply the cost
of the fuel element minus the cost of the material.

HASSEL: We always calculated the fuel element costs or the fuel
plate costs without the enriched material costs.

TRAVELLI: That was my question essentially. A user would like to
know how much the cost of the fuel element will go up. What I'm
saying is that he should not use your 12 to 17 factor.

HASSEL: That is the fabrication costs starting with UF, conversion
to metal or U30, and up to the fuel element assembly.

STAHL: I have a general question on the conversion cost. We pay
for fully enriched versus less than 20% material. I'm not sure
whether the cost of 20% aterial is about 1/5 the cost of fully
enriched material. Is that on a straight line bas s? Does anyone
know that?

BINFORD: (ORNL) The cost of conversion of UF6 in this country, the
last I heard, which was about a week ago, is 30 a kilogram of
uranium. So the cost of conversion of the 20% per kilogram of 235 is

five times roughly the cost of conversion of the 93%. But it's still
pennies compared to the cost of the uranium itself. 211U 93% enriched,
right now, is selling for something like 27,000 a kilogram of 23 5 as
UF,. The 20% material is selling for about 25,000 a kilogram of 235U

as UF6- So there's very little difference in the price. The 30
conversion price, as I say, is only pennies per gram compared to the
$5,000 cost of a kilogram of the material itself. But, one thing that
I think you should bear in mind, as far as the universities are
concerned, is that they do not pay the cost of the uranium. or, they
have not been in the past. That cost has been supplied by DOE. The
uranium is free. So, if the fabrication cost, indeed, goes up by 12
or 17, it goes up by that much to the universities, to those people
who are getting uranium free.

FERADAY: Presumably the cost of doing the conversion would be
charged to any of the fuel exported at all?

BINFORD: I would think that it would be charged to whoever would
buy the UF6- This conversion cost is, I understand, United States
conversion cost by DOE. So, I don't know what the cost would be
elsewhere, for example, to U2 from the UF6-

von der HARDT: (JRC Petten) What we are really interested in is
the total fuel cycle cost of a test reactor, and for the case we have
studied, this is a 50-megawatt materials testing reactor. The fuel
cycle costs breaks down to approximately 13 fuel proper, 13 fuel
element fabrication, and 13 reprocessing, conversions and transports.
The latter cost, of course, is fairly high for your European users.
For a transformation of a reactor from 93 to 45 or 30% enrichment, we
envision increases, of course, in all three departments. Firstly, for
fuel element fabrication we've heard the comment from Mr. Hassel that
he thinks that anything between a 20 and 70% increase should be
envisioned. Secondly, as for fuel costs, although the price per
kilogram 235U is very nearly the same, independent of the enrichment, we
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have a higher turnover of the material in total so we have higher fuel
costs. Thirdly, in the transport and reprocessing department we are
envisioning cost increases that are proportional, again, to the
overall amount of material that is turned around. There is a
substantial increase in such overall quantities.

TRAVELLI: I had the impression that when you calculated the
increase in the fuel material costs, the increase because of the
increased turnover was very small and it was partially balanced by the
lesser enrichment costs. Was that correct?

von der HARDT: The fuel costs are composed of separative work
units and feed. Again, whether you have 20% or 93%, if you express it
in price per kilogram of 231U it Cmes out approximately the same.
However, we need more 235U because we have much more 2111U in the core,
and this is what causes the increase in this respect.

STAHL: What is the influence of safeguards on the fuel cycle cost?
Do you have a feel for that?

von der HARDT: Well, this I can't really answer completely because
I am a regular operator, but I gather that the increase comes from
increased transport costs on one side,'then the higher physical
protection costs in the fuel manufacturers side, and eventually, in
our own place, our own physical protection measures. The first rough
discussions with fuel manufacturers have indicated that they envision
a long term increase of price because of physical protection measures
somewhere in the order of 25 to 35 per cent. The conclusion that this
can be eliminated by complete change-over to low enriched material I
don't think is correct because most fuel manufacturers will have a
mixed set of fabrication lines anyway, and they will fabricate the 20%
fuel elements in the same buildings as they will fabricate the 93%
fuel elements. As far as transports are concerned, the European
transport companies are adopting the safety vehicle of U.S. design.
The cost increase for transport cannot really be estimated at a very
high precision. It does not come too much into the overall fuel cycle
cost. This can be written off on the fairly high number of
transports. As far as the reactor site protection proper is
concerned, we have only just an idea about the investment, which is in
the order of several million dollars. We have no idea yet about the
increased operation costs, due to additional payroll and so forth.

BINFORD: I would like to expand a little bit on this business of
the amount of uranium you have to use. I did, or caused to be done,
some back-of-the-envelope calculations the other day for ORR, which is
a reactor I am fairly familiar with, to try to determine what would be
the effect of going from the 93.6% uranium that we're using at present
to 45 wt % enriched. Based upon our present element, what it would to
do our fuel cycle? It turned out, and I must confess that this is
still a back-of-the-envelope calculation, more or less, that the k_ for
the ORR 240 gram, fully enriched fuel elements is about 176. The k_
for a 240 gram, 45% enrichment element is about 171. Now this is
only about a 3 difference, and it doesn't sound like very much. But,
as a matter of fact it adds up to about 4 in reactivity. Now, the
curious thing is that if one wishes to get that back, one has to add
about 64 grams of `U in terms of 45% enriched uranium and go to about
a 304 gram element. Now this is a penalty in two ways, of course --
you are using more uranium on the one hand and on the other hand it's
a penalty in that you loose some neutron flux. I really think that
part of this program should involve some pretty careful physics
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calculations because there are probably some things that you could do
to get that back, optimizing core design a little bit. I think that
this should be an important part of the program.

KUECHLE: I would like to comment on the two last points. One is
that, at least for the situation in Germany, the cost of physical
protection by far overrides the safeguards cost. The safeguards is a
few percent of the fuel cycle cost whereas the physical protection is
much higher. It will not be reduced by going to lower enrichment
according to the present German regulations; they will keep the same
guards system, and it would cost the same. As to the point of the
increasing ... U content we have made some calculations showing that for
the same core life you need approximately the same initial excess
reactivity and that would mean 15% more 211U when you go to 45%
enrichment and a factor of 14 to 1.5 if you go to 20%.

DOUMERC: (CERCA) I think that the question could be considered,
in fact, using two approaches. Up to now many have said what will
come after the new situation arrives. Maybe another approach could be
contemplated. It would be to think what could we do to keep the
prices as steady as possible in the new situation. I think that those
two approaches are not exactly the same.

I should like to take an example. I think it's easier to consider
the low power research reactor, or training reactor. I mean the
largest one of two megawatts, for instance, like those which are
mainly used in a university or in some developing countries. We very
often met specifications when we received an inquiry which are based
on 15- to 17-year-old considerations. At that time, for instance, the
cladding material was pretty much pure aluminum where many other
conditions were to be met. Now we are using a rather hard cladding
material. We are able to introduce much more safety in the continuity
of the thickness, or the homogeneity, of the fuel. But, nevertheless,
we have to apply some specifications which are obviously obsolete
because the technology has been increasing a lot. This morning
somebody was saying, of course, all this has to be done while keeping
the safety at the same level. But what you have to take into account,
I think, is that during the last 10 years, even though we may not have
been very conscious of it, the safety has been continuously
increasing, because during the 93% period it was very easy to agree
with some extra specification, some extra hard duty the fuel
manufacturer had to comply with. I think that the present time could
be a very good opportunity for checking among all the specs what is
really necessary -- what is really imposed by the safety and what is
only some vestige of the history of those kinds of fuel. This could
be a good contribution to the treatment of price problems.

STAHL: Are you suggesting that users are ordering fuels to
specifications that are tighter than what they really need?

DOUMERC: I was careful at the beginning of my statement; I was
taking an example and speaking of the low power research reactor. In
that case, definitely yes. For instance, I should prefer to have Mr.
Dewez bring in his opinion.

At that time in the cladding material, the thickness of the
cladding was representing one, maybe two grains of aluminum. Now,
maybe they are representing five or six or seven grains in the same
thickness. This means that in the case where some product has to go
out along the grain boundaries, the path is much longer with the six
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or seven grains than in the case of a singular grain. Moreover, when
the sensitivity of the cladding to scratches and so on is
contemplated, it is not at all the same when you have cladded with
pure aluminum or with a rather hard alloy. For another example,
consider the thickness of the cladding at the outer plate, I mean the
one which could be subject to any alteration during shuffling
operation. It is now possible to have thicker cladding at that
particular point of the fuel element. I think it has not been taken
into consideration to, I should say, stretch out the firmer specifica-
tions.

Many other examples could be found. Take the curvature of the
plates -- I've never heard of any reactor having met any trouble
because it was using flat plates. Nevertheless, we are very often
requested to supply curved plates, which is much more expensive for
many reasons. Yesterday, I was speaking of tooling which are
different by only some tenths of a millimeter. I think it doesn't
matter whether you have two millimeters between the core of a plate
and the internal surface of the side plate or 19 to 22. I think the
difference is not very sensitive, and in some cases you need to
prepare a full new set of toolings and fresh dies, only for fitting
exactly by 210 of a millimeter the new specifications. All this has
to be really accurately and matter of factly examined, of course.

CUNNINGHAM: (ORNL) I would like to address some of these points.
I'm wholeheartedly in favor of more standardization; in fact, the way
we have been able to reduce costs is doing just what you are saying.
But, on one point I want to take issue with you. On a higher-power
reactor, like the ORR and the MTR we had a plate reversal, the two
plates touched, and we got melting. So, you have to be careful about
going away from the curved plated in a higher-powered application vs.
one that is low-powered, like one or two megawatts. We have built
elements with flat plates for a low-power application and they work
fine. But you couldn't get away with that, say, in an MTR or
30-megawatt ORR, or some similar reactor. But, there is much room for
improvement, hence standardization. When I look at all the research
reactor fuel elements across the country, I see everybody's little
hand-made characteristics which they put on them. Practically 23 of
the elements could be identical. But, X reactor changes this little
thing, Y reactor changes that little thing, and, this costs money. The
fabricator has to have different dies because this guy's plate is a
fraction of an inch longer. This could all be standardized for
reactors in a certain power class and you could save a lot of money.

STAHL: That's very true, Jack. I believe that the TRTR group is
looking at that very closely, to standardize at least the American
university reactors, as far as their fuel configuration. I don't know
whether the higher-powered reactors can fit into that as easily.

CUNNINGHAM: Simplification of the.end fittings, you can save a lot
of money by doing that.

BINFORD: Dave, on the curved plate thing, I'm pretty familiar with
the history of it but I won't go into it because it's a long story.
If suffices to say Eugene Wigner was the one who invented the curved
plates because we were concerned about flutter in dead-soft S
aluminum, which we don't use any longer. The problem with going to
flat plates in some of the high-power reactors and, possibly, in some
of the university reactors is the fact that the core box itself is
designed to take the curved plate or the flat plate as the case may
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be. In the ORR for example, it would take a very, very significant
modification of the reactor core itself in order to accommodate the
flat plate. Now the ETR, I believe, uses the flat plate. This is a
high-power reactor and has had no trouble, so the point is well taken
that flat plates are practical. If we had known 20 years ago or 30
years ago what we know now, we would have made flat plates. But, I am
not sure it's going to be a simple matter to change, in some cases,
anyway.

DOUMERC: In fact we are conscious of the concern which a reactor
operator would have if he were to convert the core from curved to flat
plates. But, to a certain extent, we are able to bring the beginning
of a solution. For instance, we already have under study some
transitory element which could be able to accommodate curved plates on
one side and flat plates on the other side. The first advantage would
be to avoid the total rejection of only half burned elements of the
former design and to keep them working it until the end of their own
life. It seems that the only point where real trouble could be met
would be with the shape of the reflectors, if any, either beryllium or
graphite. In such a case maybe the neutral nations would have to
answer whether or not it is a trouble to add water, a water-gap I
should say, on the front curved side of the reflector. If the answer
is that such extra thickness of water can be accepted, there is only
1/2 of the reflector to be modified, not the total. I think that by a
realistic approach the expenses which, from a first sight would look
as rather high, can be reduced by very light cooperation tween the
fabricator and reactor operator.

STAHL: Rodney Knight, I wonder if you might care to comment on
this general cost problem. I don't know if you've had time to discuss
this with the TI people.

KNIGHT: Well, if you go to loadings that are high enough so you
make a physical change in the fuel plate, my thoughts at the moment
are that it will cost in the order of 75,000 to 100,000 dollars in
tooling. Now, this may not be a problem, I've got stress, if you can
come up with some sort of standardized design so that these dollars
can be amortized over many reactors. You actually in the long run
probably will save. But, if you talk about a specific reactor,
particularly a university reactor, where the use rate per year is low,
you're amortizing it over so many years that you really run it out of
business. one of the reasons why I picked this 45 isotopi % U308 is
because I feel that with the technology we have a TI today we can make
a fuel element with 50-mil-thick plates with the same core outline for
which we have qualified the 41 wt % fuel in the element. But, if we
start talking in terms of 65 wt % I'm not sure that that's true. I
think I may have to go to a thicker core or thicker plate. If this
happens then my core outline changes, my side plate changes, the fuel
plate dimensions themselves change some, and you're right back to
day-1 retooling, which, if at all possible you want to keep away from.
But, if you do have to do it, do it for as many people as you can at
one time.

DOUMERC: That is absolutely true. But, I think it seems that such
an operation would have to be mastered by some organization having the
capacity to obtain information and to induce some standardization.
Otherwise, that particular approach would probably lead to such
universities receiving a lot of demand for information. I think a
general gathering of information would have to be taken in charge by
an organization appointed for the purpose.
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KNIGHT: Well, there's another point too, and it's a very serious
one for those who are licensed under NRC. If I tell Frank I'll make
him ORR fuel elements and I'll make him BSR fuel elements and they're
going to look exactly the same except for end-fittings, it isn't going
to shake him up too much because there's not that much involved. But,
if I tell a university reactor operator, "Yes, I will give you an
equivalent fuel element but it won't look exactly like the one you
have," and he's got to go back to NRC, then he's scared to death and I
don't blame him. We've got one fuel element now that we are making
that is NRC licensed. There are things that they would like to do
with their specifications; there are things that we would like to see
them do because it is costing them money; they aren't going to because
it would be more hassle to go through NRC to get approval to change
these specs than it would be to live with the added cost and the added
effort that we have to put into it.

STAHL: We have two gentlemen from the NRC here; would they care to
respond to that?

RAMOS: (U.S. NRC) Let me make a couple of comments. During the
last year we did a reorganization within the licensing branch,
Operating and Reactor Branch Number Four. All the project managers,
about ten of us in there, handle both power and research reactors.
Two of us handle nothing but research reactors. So, since that has
occurred there has been a great deal more emphasis put on the
amendments and standardization of relicensing, and what have you. So,
I don't think that the licensees are really seeing this change yet.
But, as amendments come in they are being handled in more rapid
fashion and, in most cases, in a much easier fashion.

STAHL: Do you have, Steve, -- I'll just pursue this further --
several degrees of amendments that require different kinds of reviews?

RAMOS: Yes, let's take a license renewal. It depends on the
reactor. Say you have an AGN. At the present time the laws require us
to do a full operating license renewal. That means that the
application submitted must have enough data, safety analysis, an
updated physical security plan, an updated emergency plan, etc. We
are in the process of trying to change that. The AGN and certain low
power TRIGAs and L85's, etc., we are trying to do on a pro forma basis
so that we don't have to go through all that. We'll do sort of an
audit of the records. If they've shown good operation, no problems to
safety or any other type of incident and the technical specifications
can show us that during the time of the license renewal period the
plant will be operated in a safe manner, then we'll almost rubber
stamp it. There are some amendments that are coming in and some of
these are in conjunction with power increases that require quite a bit
of evaluation. And the reason that is, is because each time we get a
power increase it has to be prenoticed, which means it opens up to the
public. In certain areas, like California, if you come in with a
prenotice for a reactor to increase its power level we can almost be
assured that we're going to have a hearing. GETR is an example. When
they came in for their license renewal a year and a half ago, an
intervener got involved and we've been doing nothing but hearings on
that thing for the last year and a half. Now, when GENTR comes in for
the renewal in July, we fully expect to have the same kind of hassle
that GETR has. In other areas we don't have that problem. We just
gave University of Idaho a power increase, and it took about 20 days.
So, to answer your question, yes, there are a great variety and degree
of amendments.
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STAHL: Would there be a full scale review, for example, if
modifications were made within the fuel plate -- everything else being
the same, the cladding remaining the same?

RAMOS: We would have to look at the physics to see what changes
are made.

STAHL: For example, the conversion from alloy to aluminide
dispersion fuel.

RAMOS: We just did that for Michigan. They had alloy fuel before,
and we just approved the aluminide for them. But that took a complete
review from the physics standpoint. They also changed the cladding
thickness so we had to look at it from a thermodynamics standpoint,
too. So, it all depends on what the change is. If you all decide to
come up with a standardized fuel, you would help our problems
tremendously, because if everyone uses a standard fuel and they all
make the change together, it's a very simple change.

TRAVELLI: I have a general question if we can move on. The point
is that it seems to me that most of the fuels that have been
considered at this conference fall into the category either of
aluminide-aluminum dispersions or uranium oxide-aluminum dispersions
or uranium zirconium hydride or O, or uranium silicide. The main
differences of opinion that were expressed by the fuel fabricators
were in which densities of uranium, either in weight per cent or grams
per cc, each fabricator felt that it achieved in each of these types
of fuel element today with great confidence or today with some
uncertainty of the results or within three years from today. This is
one question to which it is very important that we reach some type of
consensus because it will direct essentially the effort of our program
and the type of demonstrations that we plan to have. I wonder whether
each of the fabricators and developers could try to summarize his
position so we can reach at least some type of consensus on the
densities that, as a group, we feel could be achieved in the various
fuels.

What numbers would we like to write here for each of the fuel types
to correspond with the densities of uranium in those fuels? (See the
table on the following page).

KNIGHT: You've got to recognize that when you're talking
concentrations there, what the loading of the fuel plate is today. it
may make a great deal of difference what your near term confidence is.

TRAVELLI: The way I was trying to define it here, near term would
be something that one would be ready to put in a reactor within 6
months or so and irradiate these with high confidence, or with some
uncertainty and instead I was calling long term something that we
might be able to irradiate in this fashion within 2 or 3 years from
today.

FERADAY: I've also got another set of figures for the different
compositions of uranium aluminum alloy which I could put there in
retrospect.

TRAVELLI: That is for the uranium aluminum mixture?

FERADAY: Yes. 21 wt %. That's assuming no porosity. What I put
on the left is aluminum uranium alloy. Just a straight alloy.
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Anticipated Uranium Loadings, g/cm3

Near-Term Near-Term
Fuel System Very Likely Some Uncertainty Long-Term

UAI.3t-Al 1.3a 1.7a 2.4a

1.5b 2.3b 2.8 - 33b

2.1c 2.3c 2.4 - 27c

U308-Al 1.3a 2.6a 3.3a

2.8d 3.1d 3.3d

- 3.0c -

U-ZrH, 3.7e - 5.9e

U02 8.7f - -

- 8.89 11.39
U3Si

'NUKEM
b

EG&G Idaho
cCERCA
dORNL
eGA
fCEA

gANL
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STAHL: Yes, what you have is the relationship, but what is the
likelihood that material of that density would be commercially
available?

FERADAY: Well, you know that the 21 and 28 wt % alloy fuels are
commercially available; the 40 wt obviously is getting more
difficult; and the 50% very difficult. That's just for matter of
information rather than saying that these are feasible.

TRAVELLI: I was just thinking of some number that NUKEM gave me,
and let me say that right here these are the NUKEM estimates for the
UA1,, in grams per cubic centimeter, which is what was used here. And
f or the UO I read here f rom the table approximately the same f or the
present and around 26 in the near term or short term developments and
3.3 for the long term -- these are the NUKEM estimates.

SCHWARTZ: Who is manufacturing U3S'? In my frame of reference, it
corresponds to long term.

STAHL: There's no one making it but we are working on the
dispersion.

FERADAY: I'd like to ask a general question on increasing the
loading of high density fuel. I was wondering whether uranium metal
itself, just uranium metal, was considered and rejected as a
possibility. If you have a dispersion then presumably the continuous
phase is the aluminum and the defect problem is not very severe.

STAHL: That's a good question. Actually, what we had decided was
that we wanted some corrosion resistance in the uranium phase as a
back up to the dispersion itself. We did not consider uranium. Also
the swelling rates of the low uranium alloys are very much higher than
most of the other materials, several factors higher.

FERADAY: I think that depends on the restraints, does it not? We
irradiated some uranium metal, just uranium, to about 6000 MWD/T,
having suitable voidage like the USi, with no external swelling at
all.

STAHL: Well, that's a very low burnup. You'll find that with
uranium alloys, particularly if they're not stabilized uranium, they
will break away in swelling after several atom percent burnup.

FERADAY: In fact, I did some calculations for the SAFARI Reactor.
I happen to have the fuel plate size and just did a substitution for
the present fuel. The present "U per plate was 10.5 grams. Using UO,
at 90% density you could put in, if you wanted to, up to 31 grams of
uranium just in straight substitution.

TRAVELLI: The main problem, it seems to me, that comes with the UO,
is the ability to fashion it into plates which are of comparable
thickness with the plates which are used in MTR-type cores.

FERADAY: I think you could go to the powder, the vipac, route,
whether it's sol gel or some other route. But, I don't think that's
the problem. But, what are you talking for thicknesses, 30, 40, 50
mils? I think vibratory compacting those thicknesses into lengths of
2 3 4 feet would not be a problem. Then you have to do a roll
reduction or some kind of a suitable reduction.
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STAHL: I wonder whether, when you compacted 90%, was that
sufficient to keep particles from moving around. I would be less
concerned about the fission product swelling and certainly in early
stages of burnup than I would in the redistribution of fuel.

FERADAY: Well, I think there's lots of work done on the 90% level
both at Oak Ridge and Westinghouse of Hanford. These are vipac,
sol-gel vipac, powder pack for mixed oxides. I believe I'm correct to
say that they've not seen any distribution of plutonium in high
temperatures.

STAHL: Yes, you're talking about fuel rods as opposed to plates
and in the fuel rod we have a much higher centerline temperature which
is causing sintering of those sol-gel spheres or vipac particles,
whereas in your case we're operating as too low a temperature to
sinter.

FERADAY: We took apart some of the powder pack plates we had made,
swaged to 90% density, and they came apart as a little shell, a very
thin shell. obviously if you put your fingers on it would bust up.
It depends on if you get into reactor sintering, and for the kind of
thicknesses you're talking about, your fuel temperatures will probably
not exceed 6000, 7000, 8000C.

STAHL: I understand that Dr. Leonard has to leave. Are there any
comments you would like to make?

LEONARD: I didn't mention the lead time in purchasing PULSTAR
fuel. The lead time as far as purchasing PULSTAR fuel is
approximately 9 - months.

STAHL: I presume that since you are already operating at low
enrichment a change to perhaps increase the enrichment slightly would
not be a major perturbation in your cost.

LEONARD: Well, going to 20% in the design of a PULSTAR fuel,
extensive parametric calculations must be made as far as lattice
spacing and size of pins. In terms of minimum critical mass, and also
the doppler coefficient, effects in going to higher enrichment would
mean another study. Possibly, different diameter pins and this kind
of thing would be required to get an ideal situation again.

CUNNINGHAM: I've got to leave, and I just want to make one final
comment on this fuel density business. You know, many years ago we
looked at a di-carbide and a mono-carbide in dispersions of aluminum
and eliminated them on the grounds that there was extensive
interaction and they have very poor corrosion resistance.

STAHL: Thank you Drs. Leonard and Cunningham. Since we've been
speaking about 0,, let me ask if there are further questions for Dr.
Schwartz concerning the caramel fuel.

KUECHLE: You mentioned in your talk the possibility of going to
higher enrichment by using uranium oxide-zirconium oxide fuel to
dilute the uranium. Is there any testing on that fuel or fabrication
already done or is that just an idea?

TRAVELLI: Are the pellets of the caramel fuel also contained in an
envelope?
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SCHWARTZ: No. At first the technique was to wrap the pellet
itself in a zircaloy foil but that did not succeed. It was not
followed in this way.

FERADAY: I was just wondering, on the caramel fuel, what are the
sort of fuel central temperatures you are talking about, and what gas
releases are you anticipating at thermal burnup?

SCHWARTZ: Well, we are running, I'd say, between 3000 and 4000C,
and we are expecting no gas release.

FERADAY: So, why is there a problem of making it one long element,
if there's no gas release?

SCHWARTZ: Just in case of accidental core configuration or clad
failure, in this case only, you could have some fission product
release. In normal operation, of course, there is no gas release
inside the pellet itself.

FERADAY: Surely, if you get that kind of an accident, it's going
to be a disaster anyway.

SCHWARTZ: It depends on what kind of accident. If you are
collapsing one water channel on one pellet, this could be concerned
with only one pellet.

STAHL: Let me ask a question. If YOU go to U2 powder in a plate
type geometry must you stay with zircaloy? Could not a stiffer
aluminum be used?

FERADAY: Well, I certainly feel a lot safer with zircaloy as a
designer. But, I think you would have to look at the application and
temperatures you are talking about. If you get to 4000C central
temperature, with maybe 2000 or 3000C surface temperature, then maybe
you're all right with aluminum. So, it may be that if somebody does
look at the design he will have to do some compatibility studies on
the conditions he is talking about.

STAHL: I think it's not so much a question of compatibility, since
we are operating at low temperature but a question of the material
parameters during any rolling.

FERADAY: Yes, I think you're right. I think the zircaloy would be
required to densify the material. otherwise you'd elongate your
aluminum rather than densifying your fuel.

STAHL: Could you extrude rather than roll?

CUNNINGHAM: If you really want to do what you are saying, you
really ought to look at the sol-gel microsphere technique, because
this gets rid of all your hot and cold workings. You see, what we
take are several size brackets of these microspheres and they an be
loaded and sphere packed and its all cold operation. You don't have
to do any hot or cold workings. You can get sphere densities that are
the same as you get with cold pressed and sintered pellets. So you
could make a long plate like he's saying, that's no problem. You can
take a CARAMEL plate like he's talking about and load each one of
those that way. You can size your microspheres very easily so you can
get the densities you want and it's very simple and cheap, and that's
why the light water reactor people are now looking at us because the
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fuel itself performs in the reactor so much better than the pellets,
which gives you the added advantage that it performs very well in
service as well as being a cheap fabrication process. The people who
are interested in the O, should get up on the sol-gel technology.

FERADAY: I certainly agree with Dr. Cunningham. It does become a
problem though if you're trying to compact very thin plates, because
with this factor of 10 between sphere sizes, if you're saying the
smallest size sphere you can produce is 10 microns that means the
biggest size is going to be a 1,000 microns, or one millimeter, and if
you're talking about a plate which is only a millimeter thick...

CUNNINGHAM: You're using sizes that we're using for the fast
reactor application where we've got, say, 14" stainless steel tubing
with 10 mil wall. Those are the sizes we are using there. If you go
to a different plate configuration, you'd drop your sizes, your
microsphere sizes down. You might even want to go to 3 sizes. Do you
see what I'm saying?

FERADAY: Yes, but can you get less than 10 microns in size.

CUNNNINGHAM: Yes, you can get all the way down to 2 microns.

BINFORD: I think we left the short term applications some time
ago. It seems to me that now we are talking about things that are
pretty far in the future. I must confess that things that haven't
been developed have far less problems than things that have. But,
don't you think we ought to stick with those things that are
reasonably possible in the near future? I think the Al, the U30.1

and, possibly the TRIGA elements are about the only ones we've got
going for us right now.

STAHL: Yes, I would agree with you, but I think that the potential
for utilization of the U02 powder, either as sol-gel process or any
other...

BINFORD: I'm not suggesting that we won't but, before I reach
retirement I don't think we'll be doing it.

FERADAY: I'd like to disagree with you, I think the Oak Ridge
people would say that the sol-gel technique is here. Vibratory
compaction has been here for years. All we're talking about is
developing a rolling technique for densifying, or, what Dr. Cunningham
is doing, using three size spheres so you don't need to roll it.

BINFORD: Well, I guess that's my point. All we're talking about
is developing a rolling technique. I don't know, I just wonder
whether or not that's a profitable thing to pursue in the near term.
Now, I'm not suggesting that one throw it away completely. But, I
would like to make one remark, to reiterate what I said earlier. We
spent a lot of time trying to figure out how to stuff very large
quantities of uranium in rather distastefully small volumes and I
suspect that to some extent this can he done, but I would like to
renew my plea that we look at what this does to the reactors, because
the physics of the reactor is very, very important. I'll give you an
example. In the ORR years ago we used 200-gram fuel elements. For
about 9900 megawatt days per year operation we had to use about 150
units. We went to 240 gram elements, and we cut that usage to 100
units for the same number of megawatt days. We feel that if we go to
300 grams we will cut it still further to about 70. And that is a
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tremendous savings, and it's been brought about by improvements in
fuel manufacture, of course, using 93% enriched uranium. Now, what we
are doing here is essentially backing off from those improvements,
that is, improvements in performance because of the increased loading
that we can now have. Now I must confess that this won't be as bad
for small research reactors as it is for the big ones. But,
nevertheless it's something to consider, and I think we should try to
compensate for that in some way by seeing if we can improve on the
physics of reactors. I really believe that needs to be looked at
very, very carefully.

TRAVELLI: I agree entirely. We are looking at the changes in the
design, and we are looking very carefully at the physics and trying to
squeeze everything we can out of it. But, the only way that we have
left is to try to take in as much uranium as we possibly can. I
understand what you said about what we are trying to do is to go back,
but, actually, what we are trying to do is go forward with a new
constraint that has been put upon us; I would like to keep separate
the constraint from what we are trying to do.

MARTIN: I'd like to comment on the ORNL numbers. The near term
was what was accomplished in 1960, the 28 in the terms of the U8-
This was with 1100 cladding. I believe we can change to 6061
cladding, i.e., standard cladding, and go iediately to 31. These
correspond to 55 wt uranium and 60 wt % uranium, respectively. I
think a conservative estimate in the long term would be 65 wt %
uranium. With the material that's running in the Savannah River
reactors, the 33 would go to 45. This is my chart. I don't know
whether I can develop that fuel. The upper limit I think for U30 is
4.5. I feel very confident that, in the long run, 33 would he
acceptable.

STAHL: Do we have further questions from the panel, or from the
floor?

NEWTON: Yes, I would like to make an adjustment in my estimation
for the long term. I am not certain that I am using that 33 that I
have up there as a target, but, as for the long term, the certainty on
that I would say was more limited than it would be in the case of the
short term or the near term high confidence. So, if you want to talk
about long-term, high-confidence, I would be inclined to change my
number to 29.

STAHL: Let's keep 33 for the long-term uncertainty and 28 for
the long-term high probability.

KUECHLE: I have only a general comment on this procedure. Because
of being in the safeguards business for 10 years, I had the similar
experience in that time in developing instruments. At the beginning
different companies were competing with each other in proposing better
and better accuracies, and the picture looks very fine. When the
things became implemented it turned out nothing was true--what they
had promised and the instruments were very complicated, needed a lot
of servicing and finally, they are not used in practice, very few of
them.

So, my feeling is that the same could happen here, that the
different companies, competing with each other, want to be on the top
and forget then that in reality it could come down. Then there is a
very great disappointment in the whole business. You must be careful
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about getting too optimistic views.

STAHL: Yes, I must respond to that by saying we will be meeting
from time to time, the same group, either in Europe or here again, and
we will look at these numbers and see what kind of progress we've
made. Certainly the development activities will be ongoing. So the
near term will have passed. Then, hopefully, we will have gotten more
into the future with more certainty.

TRAVELLI: That was also one consideration in choosing the
definition of the near term, something that is very near so that we
could check it soon.

STAHL: Do you have any other comments, Armando, before we close
this session?

TRAVELLI: Not for the round table discussion, but I would like to
thank very much all of you, all the participants who have come to this
meeting, especially from far away lands, to share with us what we are
doing and what we plan to do. I hope that many of you will still be
in Washington, D.C., in the next few days. There is the ANS meeting
there, and I think that might provide another opportunity for you or
us to get together and share new ideas that we might have. otherwise,
I thank you again very much and will see you the next time.

STAHL: Thank you, Armando, and I'd like to thank again the members
of our panel for this afternoon's discussion and the audience for very
interesting, thought-provoking questions.
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